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The Leadership Impact Model 
 

Fundamental Concept 

 

More and more organisations have to consider which competences their managers and 

employees require in the future in order to secure the long-term organisational success.  

As the following figure illustrates, a Leadership Impact Model should be the basis for all 

areas in employee-management.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: classification Leadership Impact Model 

During our observations in the field we nevertheless often have to experience that this 

topic is managed very conservatively in many organisations.  

We recognise the weaknesses in the following:  

 There are often several models, one for managers, one for pay-scaled and non-pay-

scaled employees.  

 Most competence models are rarely aligned to the challenges of the organisation and 

therefore replaceable.  

 The models often include too many competences of standard categories, like social, 

personal, methodological, leadership and/or expert competences and at the same 

time only allow the evaluation of a person along a standardised scale, which is ex-

hausted by “achieved“, “not-achieved“ and “overachieved“. 
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The consequence: it is hard to find one’s way and you don’t really know where you stand. 

One is stuck in an expectation snare, so to speak … one has to meet the expectations 

which the manager has set for the respective position holder; when this person is re-

placed, the expectations will also change and the personal competence development is 

left behind.  

Thus, a different approach is needed. We believe that this approach which describes – 

based on the required strategic importance competence of key positions – their sustaina-

ble development, their effects and their measurability comprehensibly. 

It is simply not enough when the scale of the competence evaluation of a person is only 

described in the achievement (or non-achievement) of a task in the respective function.  

Therefore competences need to be described with observable behavioural patterns, which 

illustrate the level of competence (we are talking about „maturity levels“ here) and thus 

the experience development of a person, which occurs in the exercise of tasks/activities.    

Normally an intensive competence development occurs when these tasks are based on 

problem, challenges and uncertainties faced by the person. When reflecting upon these 

experiences, thus consciously thinking about the situation, recognising relevant correla-

tions and estimating the possible consequences, new behavioural pattern can be devel-

oped. Thereby this person then achieves a higher degree in a competence.  

Thus, it is valid: 

 

Competence = experience + goal-oriented reflective learning  

 

With the help of competences, one can recognise with which consciousness and with 

which attitude people behave.  

Two central challenges need to be considered when designing a Leadership Impact Mod-

el: 

 Firstly:  The competences ought to be described with observable behaviours.   

 Secondly:  The progress in competence development needs to be transparently 

defined in degrees/levels.   

 

The following figure illustrates the fundamental structure of a Leadership Impact Model 

and the appropriate scale along the 4 maturity levels of competences.  
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Figure: fundamental structure of a Leadership Impact Model 

 

Benefit of a Leadership Impact Model 

Leadership Impact Models play a central part in strategic Succession- and Talent Man-

agement. This is proven in our international study with now about 270 organisations 

from the German speaking countries of Europe. In all Top-Companies the direct superiors 

and managers nominate their talents and potential successors for their business-strategic 

key positions. At this they evaluate their employee’s performance along a Leadership 

Impact Model. But only few organisations of our study have set the focus on future-

oriented and strategic capabilities. This is a major mistake as it is not essential to find 

employees who excel at what they currently do and at what is necessary today, rather 

one should focus on what is inevitable for the future success of the organisation.   
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Many organisations find it hard to develop and design the necessary Leadership Impact 

Model and to then to implement it successfully. As we have experienced, it can succeed 

when the following three things are considered:  

 

 Competences must always be aligned with the future organisational challenges and 

have to describe behaviours which are necessary for the successful accomplish-

ment. 

 Competence development will always take place in the same way. One makes ex-

periences and reflects upon them and this mirrors the maturity level of a person’s 

competence, independent of his/her position or hierarchy level. Therefore, multiple 

competence models make no sense, rather one is necessary for the entire organisa-

tion.  

 A close collaboration between HR, which is managing the process, and the respec-

tive managers, who offer the necessary reference based on their experience and 

expertise, is required.  

 


